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Abstract

throw) [14]. These useful characteristics are applied to several real-world applications (cf. [11, 7, 17, 10]).
The following challenges arise at the generation of
Bayesian networks: (i) identification of variables which are
relevant to the considered domain, (ii) identification of relationships between the identified variables, (iii) determination of a scale which represents the states of the identified
variables, and (iv) creation of conditional probability tables
for each variable. Referring to the ontology definition by
Neches, ontologies are a potential solution to address the
stated challenges: an ontology defines the basic terms and
relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area as well
as the rules for combining terms and relations to define extensions to the vocabulary [12].
Based on existing domain ontologies, this paper proposes a method for the ontology-based generation of
Bayesian networks, by (i) using ontology concepts to create the nodes of the Bayesian network, (ii) using ontology
relations to link the Bayesian network nodes, and (iii) exploiting the ontological knowledge base to support the conditional probability table calculation for each node. The
method is demonstrated on the example of the threat probability determination, which uses a security ontology as the
underlying formal knowledge base. Therefore, the first part
of the paper reviews related work, introduces the security
ontology and the goals of the threat probability determination, whereas the second part describes the applied method
for the ontology-based generation of Bayesian networks.

Bayesian networks are indispensable for determining the
probability of events which are influenced by various components. Bayesian probabilities encode degrees of belief
about certain events and a dynamic knowledge body is used
to strengthen, update, or weaken these assumptions. The
creation of Bayesian networks requires at least three challenging tasks: (i) the determination of relevant influence
factors, (ii) the determination of relationships between the
identified influence factors, and (iii) the calculation of the
conditional probability tables for each node in the Bayesian
network. Based on existing domain ontologies, we propose
a method for the ontology-based generation of Bayesian
networks. The ontology is used to provide the necessary
knowledge about relevant influence factors, their relationships, their weights, and the scale which represents potential states of the identified influence factors. The developed
method enables, based on existing ontologies, the semiautomatic generation and alternation of Bayesian networks.

1. Introduction
According to Neapolitan [11], Bayesian networks are
’graphical structures for representing the probabilistic relationships among a large number of variables and doing
probabilistic inference with those variables’. According to
Heckerman et al. [6], the Bayesian probability of an event
x is a person’s degree of belief in the very event. Therefore,
the frequentistic probability concept (e.g. the probability
that a coin lands heads or tails, based on a large number
of tries tending towards infinity) is distinguished from the
Bayesian (personal) probability, in which probabilities encode degrees of belief about certain events and data is used
to strengthen, update, or weaken these assumptions (e.g. the
degree of belief that the coin will land heads at the next
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2. Related Work
Sadeghi et al. [15] use the descriptive information captured in an ontology to construct Bayesian decision models.
The authors assume that the underlying ontology is specifically created to model the considered decision problem
and that one hypothesis can explain the states of evidence
observed in the domain. While the authors describe their
overall approach - (i) build the ontology, (ii) implement the
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Bayesian network model, (iii) acquire the knowledge, and
(iv) build the knowledge base - no detailed description regarding the ontology-based derivation of the Bayesian network is given.
Zheng et al. [19] encode Clinical Practice Guidelines
into an ontology that contains uncertainty features, and propose an algorithm which uses these features to construct the
structure and the conditional probability tables of Bayesian
networks. The proposed approach requires the creation
of an ontology providing the properties necessary for the
Bayesian network generation and does not consider the usage of already existing domain ontologies.
Devitt et al. [2] propose the following phases for automating the Bayesian network construction by ontologies:
(i) identification of the variables of interest, (ii) specification of the values these variables can take, (iii) definition of
the relations between the variables, and (iv) assignment of
a conditional probability distribution. The main difference
between our approach and the approach by Devitt et al. is
that we construct the Bayesian network directly from existing domain ontologies and do not require any Bayesian
network-specific ontology extensions.

the German IT Grundschutz Manual has been superimposed
on the security ontology and more than 500 information
security concepts and 600 corresponding formal axioms
have been integrated into the ontological knowledge base
(cf. [5]). The coded ontology follows the OWL-DL (W3C
Web Ontology Language) [18] standard and ensures that
the knowledge is represented in a standardized and formal
form.
Since the security ontology provides detailed knowledge about threat, vulnerability, and control dependencies,
this knowledge can be utilized to build up the Bayesian
network for the threat probability determination. Figure
2 gives an overview of the connections between the proposed Bayesian threat probability determination and the
security ontology. The following section provides an indepth description of the proposed method and shows how
the method has been applied to create the Bayesian threat
probability determination network.

3. The Security Ontology

In the following we aim at describing the ontologybased generation of Bayesian networks by using the security ontology, which provides the foundation to enrich
the Bayesian network with concrete knowledge. The main
phases of the proposed method are:

4. Ontology-based Generation of Bayesian Networks

The security ontology [4, 3, 5] was proposed based on
the security relationship model described in the National
Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication
800-12 [13]. Figure 1 shows the high-level concepts and
corresponding relations of the ontology. A threat gives rise
to follow-up threats, represents a potential danger to the organization’s assets and affects specific security attributes
(e.g. confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability) as soon
as it exploits a vulnerability in the form of a physical, technical, or administrative weakness, and it causes damage to
certain assets. Additionally each threat is described by potential threat origins (human or natural origin) and threat
sources (accidental or deliberate source). For each vulnerability a severity value and the asset on which the vulnerability could be exploited is assigned. Controls have to be
implemented to mitigate an identified vulnerability and to
protect the respective assets by preventive, corrective, deterrent, recovery, or detective measures (control type). Each
control is implemented as asset concept, or as combinations
thereof. Controls are derived from and correspond to bestpractice and information security standard controls (e.g. the
German IT Grundschutz Manual [1] and ISO/IEC 27001
[8]) to ensure the incorporation of widely accepted knowledge. The controls are modeled on a highly granular level
and are thus reusable for different standards. When implementing the controls, a compliance with various information security standards is implicit. To enrich the knowledge model with concrete information security knowledge

1. Concepts → nodes. Those ontology concepts, which
are relevant to the considered problem and should be
represented in the Bayesian calculation schema are selected to establish the nodes of the Bayesian network.
2. Relations → links. Ontology relations starting and
ending between the selected concepts are used to establish the links between the Bayesian network nodes.
3. Axioms → node scales and weights. Scale- and
weight-relevant axioms are used to determine potential states and weights of the Bayesian network nodes.
4. Instances → findings. Instances of concepts which
are represented by the Bayesian network’s leaf nodes
are used to derive and enter concrete findings in the
Bayesian network.

4.1

Concepts → nodes

Based on an existing ontology, the analyst has to
select those concepts which are relevant to the considered
problem and should be represented by Bayesian network
nodes.
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Figure 1. Security relationships
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Figure 2. Utilizing the security ontology for the Bayesian threat probability determination
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Concept
sec:Threat
sec:Vulnerability
sec:Control
sec:Asset
sec:Attacker
sec:AttackerMotivation
sec:AttackerCapability
sec:APrioriProbability

Node
P PTi
P PV ST
i
P PVi
CCEVi
CEi
AEVi
AMVi
ACVi
APTi

Concept I
sec:Threat
sec:Threat
sec:Threat
sec:Vulnerability
sec:Control
sec:Threat
sec:Attacker
sec:Attacker

Relation
sec:giveRiseTo
sec:canBeConsequenceOf
sec:exploits
sec:mitigatedBy
implementedBy
sec:hasProbability
sec:hasMotivation
sec:hasCapability

Concept II
sec:Threat
sec:Threat
sec:Vulnerability
sec:Control
sec:Asset
sec:APrioriProbability
sec:AttackerMotivation
sec:AttackerCapability

Table 2. Concept relations

Table 1. Concept - node mapping
Node
P PTi
P PV ST
i
P PVi
CCEVi
CEi
AEVi
AMVi
ACVi
APTi

The objective of the exemplary Bayesian network, which
is built to demonstrate the proposed ontology-based generation method, is to determine the probability of threats taking
various influence factors into account. Therefore, the following factors have been identified: (1) predecessor threats
(P T1Ti , ..., P TnTi ) influence the considered threat (Ti )
which influences its successor threats (ST1Ti , ..., STnTi );
therefore dependencies amongst a given threat set T had
to be considered (see the upper left section in Figure 2), (2)
according to Stoneburner et al. [16], each threat (Ti ) requires one or more vulnerabilities (V1 , ..., Vn ) to become
effective; thus the existence of unmitigated vulnerabilities significantly influences the threat probability (see the
lower left section in Figure 2), (3) controls can be used to
mitigate identified vulnerabilities, while the mitigation depends on the effectiveness of a potential control combination (CCEVi ) which again depends on the actual effectiveness of the control implementations which are used in this
combination (CE1 , ..., CEn ), and (4) (a) in the case of deliberate threat sources, the vulnerability exploitation probability (P PVi ) is determined by the effectiveness of a potential attacker (AEVi ) which is again determined by the motivation (AMVi ) and the capabilities (ACVi ) of the attacker as
stated in ISO 27005 [9], (b) in the case of accidental threat
sources and/or natural threat origins, the vulnerability exploitation probability (P PVi ) is determined by the a priori
probability (APTi ) of the corresponding threat (Ti ) (see the
right section of Figure 2). The result for each threat probability is represented as a distribution of the chosen rating
scale (e.g. high, medium, and low). Figure 2 shows the proposed model for determining threat probabilities by taking
the aforementioned factors into consideration.
Table 1 shows the mapping between selected concepts
and their representation in the Bayesian network. Since
P PV STi is an intermediate node - i.e. a node which is introduced to reduce the calculation complexity by aggregating
the states of its parents - it is not represented in and extracted
from the security ontology. Note that the current mapping
is just concerned with the selection of high-level concepts
(e.g. sec:Threat P PTi and sec:Vulnerability P PVi ). Concrete representatives of the selected high-level concepts are
derived by querying their sub-concepts (e.g. sec:Fire →
P PTF ire and sec:NoMalwareProtection → P PVN oM aP r ).

Parents
{P PV ST , P PTi }
i
{P PVi }
{CCEVi , (AEVi || APTi )}
{CEi }
{}
{AMVi , ACVi }
{}
{}
{}

Table 3. High-level node links

4.2

Relations → links

Subsequent to the node creation, the dependencies
among the nodes have to be set up. As ontological relations
already model these dependencies they are used to create
the links between the Bayesian network nodes. For each
relation of each concept selected in the previous phase it
has to be checked if the considered relation starts and ends
at a concept which has been selected in the previous phase.
If this is true for the considered relation it can be used to
connect the corresponding Bayesian network nodes. While
the potential relations can be derived automatically from
the ontology, the link direction (i.e. the determination of
parent and child nodes) requires the human interpretation
of the ontological relation. In contrast to the node creation
phase, the link creation phase only considers the high-level
concepts selected in the previous phase.
Table 2 shows each relation which exists between the
security ontology concepts selected in the previous phase.
Since each node in the Bayesian network belongs to one
selected high-level concept which is represented in Table
2 each node can be linked to appropriate parent or child
nodes. Table 3 shows the final relationships in the established Bayesian network.

4.3

Axioms → node scales and weights

While the previous two phases set up the nodes and
their links, the current phase is concerned with equipping each node with an appropriate scale (i.e. potential
states) and (if applicable) its weight in the context of its siblings to support the conditional probability table generation.
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5. Example

The determination of potential node scales requires the
definition of the ontology concept which represents the
scale concept. In the context of the threat probability determination the concept sec:Scale provides with its subconcepts several node scales (e.g. a three-point Likert
scale). Now, the formal axioms of each high-level concept
defined in the first phase can be queried regarding statements including sec:Scale sub-concepts. If such a concept
has been found the considered node can be equipped with
the given scale (e.g. high, medium, and low).
After setting up the nodes, node links, and node scales
the conditional probability tables (CPTs) for each node have
to be calculated to finalize the Bayesian network structure.
A mathematical function is required which describes how
the state of each node is influenced by the state of its parent nodes. Currently, this knowledge is not provided by the
security ontology. What is provided is the weight of each
node in the context of its siblings. In the case of vulnerabilities the security ontology provides a severity rating for
each vulnerability (e.g. high, medium, and low). As the
vulnerabilities vector P P~V STi is determined by single vulnerabilities and their weights, the weight of each vulnerability which influences the intermediate vulnerabilities vector
P P~V STi was determined. Since the security ontology provides a severity rating SVi for each vulnerability (high (3),
medium (2), and low(1)), a numerical weight WP PVi for
each vulnerability can be determined by dividing the severity of the considered vulnerability by the severity sum of all
vulnerabilities relevant to the threat:
WP PVi =

SVi
n
X

Figure 3 shows an exemplary application of the generated Bayesian network. The depicted example uses the
generated Bayesian network to determine the probability
for the Break In threat by incorporating the exploitation
probability of connected vulnerabilities (No Entrance Control, No Intrusion Alarm System, No Secure Doors, and
No Secure Windows). Since the Break In threat has a deliberate threat origin its vulnerabilities are connected to a
specific attacker profile, which is represented in the ontology by the instance sec:AttackerSBA. Since the modeled
capability is set to sec:high and the motivation is set to
sec:medium, these findings can be entered into the Bayesian
nodes ACSBA and AMSBA representing the concrete attacker profile in the Bayesian network. The second component which influences the vulnerability exploitation probability and therefore the final threat probability are the effectiveness values of available control implementations. By
changing the control combination the exploitation probability of the corresponding vulnerability and subsequently
the probability of the corresponding threat alter to maintain
the consistency of the Bayesian network. Substituting the
medium-effective safety windows by highly effective ones
decreased the Break In probability from the range 18-51%
to 15-49%. Please note that these ranges are derived from
the distribution of the Bayesian node which represents the
Break In probabilitiy.

6. Conclusion

(1)

SVj

At the creation of Bayesian networks analysts are confronted amongst others with the following challenges: (i)
What are the relevant influence factors for my problem?,
(ii) How do these influence factors relate to each other?,
(iii) What are potential states of the identified influence factors?, and (iv) What is the weight of each influence factor
in the context of its siblings? To address these challenges,
this paper has proposed an ontology-based method for the
generation of Bayesian networks and has shown its applicability by an use case in the field of threat probability determination.
The proposed method (i) enables the semi-automatic creation of Bayesian networks by using existing ontologies, (ii)
reduces the complexity of modeling Bayesian networks by
using high-level concepts and relations to integrate relevant
sub-concepts into the Bayesian network, and (iii) provides
by the usage of ontologies the possibility of easily maintaining the underlying knowledge body of Bayesian networks.
The limitations of the proposed method are: (i) functions
for calculating conditional probability tables are not provided by the ontology and have to be modeled externally,
and (ii) human intervention is still necessary if the ontology

j=1

Although, node-specific mathematical functions are not
provided by the security ontology, globally defined functions incorporating the derived node weights can be used
for the CPT calculation.

4.4

Instances → findings

The previous phases have created a Bayesian network
including relevant nodes, node links, node scales, and
node weights supporting the CPT calculation. The current
phase exploits the ontological knowledge base to provide
concrete findings to the Bayesian network.
First, potential input nodes have to be defined. The proposed Bayesian threat probability determination requires input at the leaf nodes AMVi (attacker motivation), ACVi (attacker capability), CEi (control implementation effectiveness), and APTi (a priori threat probability). Concrete instances of the corresponding ontology concepts are used to
provide concrete findings to the Bayesian network.
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Figure 3. Application of the generated Bayesian network
provides a knowledge model which does not exactly fit the
domain of interest. Further research has to address these
limitations to provide a more efficient method for creating
and updating Bayesian networks.
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